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Preface
From 1971 to 1976 the Cil1MYT Economics Program sponsored a series
of adoption studies on wheat and maize technologies, particularly variety and fertilizer, in six countries.

The results of these studies

emphasized the importance of the agroclimatic and socioeconomic circumstances of farrrers in e.xplaining adoption patterns.

Where nonadootion

occurred, it was usually found that the technology was not consistent
with faTITEr circumstances; that is, adoption was rrore a function of the
characteristics of the technology than characteristics of the fa:rner,
such as age, sex, education and e...,-<:tension contacts, which had been emphasized in previous adoption studies.
The current study strengthens these conclusions by bringing together new and different sources of data from a region in which

C~

has

been working over the last five years. Data from on-fa.nu experlirents
over several years enable rrore precise rneasures of technological characteristics, such as profitability and risk.

Ti:rre series data from a ran-

dan sample of farmers provide unique information on farmers' adoption
patterns over a five-year period. Finally, instead of analyzing adoption of one component alone, such as variety, the present study jointly
considers a series of both biochemical and mechanical technological

co~,

ponents in which the effect of interactions arrong technological canponents is also analyzed.

Donald L. Winkelmann, Director
Economics Program
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THE RATE AND SEQUENCE OF AOOPI'ION OF IMPIDVED
CERF.AL 'I'ECIIDI.{X;IES: THE CASE OF RAINFED
BARLEY IN THE MEXICAN ALTIPLANO

Introduction
In efforts to understand the process of agricultural develoµtent,
economists and other social scientists have invested substantial resources in literally hundreds of studies of the adoption of new agricultural technolgies.

Recent reviews of these studies

(Rogers,

1976;

Byrnes, 1982; Feder, 1981) indicate that despite this large arrount of
research, there remain three major deficiencies in our empirical
ledge of the adoption of agricultural technologies.

kn~;

First, rrost adop-

tion studies have had a "pro-innovation" bias that assurres that the innovation is "right" and that patterns of adoption therefore relate to
the socioeconomic characteristics of the farnEr.

HCYNever, the extensive

series of adoption studies completed by the CI11MYT Economics Program
highlighteCI. the fact that major differences in adoption of technologies
usually arose fran variation, sanetines subtle, in the agroclimatic environrrent (Perrin and Winkelmann, 1976).

FarnErs rejecting the technol-

ogy were acting quite rationally because the technology was not suitable

for their particular circumstances.

The only farrrer characteristic that

consistently appeared as impJrtant in the CIMMYT studies was farm size
and, even here, there was evidence that after an initial tine lag, small
farnErs usually adopted the sarrE technologies as larger farmers.
A second deficiency is that adoption studies have been of a "snapshot nature", based on data on adoption and nonadoption at one r::oint in
time.

Of the studies reviewed bv Rogers (1976), only six percent used ·

tine series infonnation; yet adoption is by nature a dynamic process
that occurs over time.

The failure to recognize this, led early studies

of the adoption of new wheat varieties of the so-called Green Revolution
to conclude that large farmers benefited more frcrn the new technology.
Later studies have sho.vn that small farmers generallv follaved large
farnErs in accepting the technology (Byerlee and Harrington, 1982).
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Finally, adoption studies have usually focused on only one innovation arrong a set of practices used for gro.ving a crop (Feder, 1981). At
the sarre tine, agricultural researchers and extension agents have typically pr01roted a "package" of practices consisting of a number of technological canponents. Proponents of the "package" approach argue that a
package captures the positive interactions between several canponents.
On the other hand, because of capital scarcity and risk considerations,
farrrers are rarely in a position to adopt canplete packages. Moreover,
there is evidence that packages can often be disaggregated into pieces
or "clusters" (Mann, 1977) of one or two components which allow critical
interactions to be exploited and enable adoption to follo.v a sequential
pattern with elernents initially adopted providing the highest rate of
return on increments in capital expenditures (Ryan and Subrahmanyan,
1975) • This question of single technological canponents versus packages
is important since it has implications for the way experirrents are designed, as well as for the recomrendations prarroted to farrrers.
This paper aims to interpret the rate and sequence of adoption of
an array of technological canponents follo.ved by farmers in barley production in the Altiplano of ~ico. The emphasis is on interpreting
rates and sequence of adoption in terms of the characteristics of the
technology, such as profitability, risk and divisibility, rather than
such characteristics of the farmers as age, education and extension contacts, which have dominated previous adoption studies. An unusually rich
data base enables us to treat sorre of the major deficiencies in previous
adoption studies. A total of eight technological ccmponents including
both rrechanical and biochemical technologies are analyzed. Adoption of
these technological cariponents is traced over a five-year period, since
surveys have been conducted with the sarre randan sample of farmers in
both 1975 and 1980. During this sarre five-year period, an extensive
series of on-farm experirrents has been conducted in the area, which provides good information on the performance of many of the technological
canponents and their interactions under farmers' conditions. Finally,
the study area is characterized by considerable variability with respect
to agroclimatic factors and f ann size, both found to be important in
interpreting different rates of adoption of agricultural technologies in
the earlier Cn.f.1YT studies by Perrin and Winkelmann (1976).
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The sequence of adoption of technological components in srnal l
grains (wheat and barley) in drier areas with relative labor

scarcit~v,

such as the Mexican Altiplano, is also of particular interest because of
the sorrewhat conflicting evidence currently available. Bolton (1979} , an
agronanist, hypothesizes an adoption sequence that emphasizes biocherrr
ical technologies, especially weed control

foll~ed

by fertilizer, to

rrore efficiently utilize available rroisture. It is assurred that tillage
rrethods to conserve rroisture depend on tractor ITEchanization and will be
adopted rrore

sl~ly.

Yet evidence fran the drier areas of Turkey (Mann,

1982), Jordan (El Hurani, 1980) and Algeria (Masson, 1981) all

sugqes~

that tractor ITEchanization of initial tillage operations using (in manv
cases) rented tractors, precedes the use of biochemical technologies.
H~ever,

rrost agree that changes in agronanic practices will be initial-

ly rrore important than varietal changes in drier areas

(Byerlee and

Winkelmann, 1981) •
The analysis in this paper is developed in the

foll~ing

order.

After a brief description of the study area and data collection rrethods,

we construct a list of technological characteristics that we hypothesize
to be important in fanrers' adoption decisions. Evidence fran on-fann
experlirents in the study area is used to rank technological components
according to these characteristics and hence predict the rate and sequence of adoption. We then use longitudinal fann survey data to examine
actual adoption patterns in light of these predictions and interpret the
rate and sequence of adoption arrong the array of technological ccmponents. This also enables us to draw conclusions about the effects of
interactions between technological ccmponents and the question of technological pieces versus packages.
Sources of Data
In 1975, CI™YT's Wheat Training Program began an on-farm research
program in the Mexican Altiplano for the purpose of training agronomists
in rainfed wheat and barley production.

The study area, shCMn in Figure

1, consists of parts of the States of Hidalgo, Mexico and Tlaxcala, t.'f-lat
are within about one hours' drive fran CIMMYT Headquarters and where
barley is an important crop.
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Figure 1. Mop of the Study Area
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In 1975 a survey was conducted with the objective of gathering infontation on barley production practices as a basis for designing onfarm experinents on barley and wheat in the study area. A total of 54
randanly selected farn-ers were interviewed in this survey)/ These sarre
54 farmers were revisited in 1980 and data collected on the sane pro-

1/

Since no carplete lists of farn-ers were available, these f arn-ers
were chosen by randanly identifying points on a map of scale
1:50000. These points were located on the ground and the farrrer
working that field identified and interviewed. This sampling procedure led to sare bias tCMard large farn-ers who have larger fields
and/or a larger number of fields and hence statistics presented at
the regional level are biased tCMard large farrrer practices.
4

duction practices and where possible for the same field.Y These survevs
are unique in enabling a longitudinal tracking of farrrers' oractiC'es
over a five-year period of rapid change in the area. Data qualitv in
each survey is high. Experienced research assistants fran CIMMYT conducted the 1975 farrrer interviews under close researcher supervision. In
1980, we conducted or were present in nearly all the interviews. Ho.vever, the sample size is small in relation to the variability in the
area.
In 1979, another survey of 87 farrrers was carried out in only the
southeastern and wetter parts of the study area in the valley of Calpulalpan and Apan. The ma.in objective of this survey was to gather rrore
detailed inforrration and understanding of farrrers' practices and problems in order to help plan experirrents of the Wheat Training Program in
this area. Results of the survey are described in Byerlee, Harrington
and Marko (1981). In this survey, farmers were asked the year in which
they first used selected new practices. Because of the larger sanple
size and greater detail, informa.tion fran this survey is used to supplen=nt the results of the longitudinal results.
An on-farm exper.irrental program has

been a ma.jor ccrnponent of

CIMMYT's production agronomy training program since its beginning. Onfarm exper.irrents in the study area generally consisted of research and
verification experirrents.

These e..xper.irrents have focused on the ma.jor

agronanic problems of barley, i.e. variety, fertility (mostly nitrogen
and phosphorous), weeds and stand establishrrent. For the purpose of this
study, the results of 106 experirrents over a five-year period have been
analyzed to obtain response data on i.rrproved practices under f arrrer conditions. The exper.irrents, ho.vever, were concentrated in the wetter zone,
so disaggregation into rainfall zones sCJITEtirres leaves relatively fEW
observations in the drier zone.

1/

In two cases, the selected field was worked by a different fanrer,
and in a few cases ma.ize was planted in the selected field, so
questions were asked about the barley production practices in one
of the farmers' other fields. In eight cases, the farmer did not
plant barley in 1980, so that final sample size in 1980 was reduced
to 46 farmers.
5

Farner Circumstances in the Altiplano
Agroclimatic Circumstances
The study area is characterized by considerably heterogeneity in
agroclimatic circumstances of fanrers. These sane circumstances also
vary considerably from year to year, creating substantial risk to farmers. Annual average rainfall varies from less than 450 nm in the western
part of the study area to rrore than 700 nm in the southeastern part.

Based on rainfall data and experience obtained in five years of experimentation, the study area was divided into wet and dry zones. Rainfall
distributions for representative sites in each zone are shCMn in Figure
Figure 2. Histogram of Monthly Rainfall Distribution for Sites in Each Rainfall Zone
Wet Zone: Calpulalpan
- - - (Average Annual Rainfall 1948-1978: 635 mm)
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2. In the dry zone, rainfall is both lcwer and less re liable.
basis of on-fann experirrental results,

we

On

the

estimate that in this znrn'

farmers suffer total or alrrost total crop losses one year in five. In
the wet zone, this probability falls to one year in twenty.
With an average altitude of over 2500 m2ters above sea level, the
length of the growing season in the study area is also constrained bv
the incidence of frosts in the latter part of the season (September and
October) • This m2ans that late planted barley (late June) that matures
in 120-125 days runs a significant risk of frost damage •.!!
The region can be further disaggregated into flat and sloping land.
On

sloping land there are severe erosion problems. The planting of the

perennial cactus "maguey" on the contour is one m2asure used to reduce
erosion damage. In this case, barley is interplanted arrong maguey rows,
but narrow inter-row distance often prevents or corrplicates m2chanization of operations.
Socioeconomic Circumstances
Major crops grown in the study area are barley, maize and maguey.
Maize is the subsistence crop and relatively little is marketed. Barley
is the cash crop. Two distinct markets exist for barley--for forage and
for rnalting. Traditionally; rrost barley was produced

for animal forage,

either for the farmer' s am animals or for sale.'!::_/ However, as the demand for beer in Mexico has increased rapidly throughout the 1970s, nruch
rrore barley is now produced for malting purposes, especially given the
location of the area near large breweries in Mexico City.
Fann size and land tenure arrangenents vary considerably over the
study area. Small farmers with less than 20 hectares predominate; these
tend to hold land under the ejido system of the land refonn prCXJram although there are also sare small private farm2rs. Larger farmers with

1/

2/

Normally, rainfall is sufficient to allow earlier planting, but
f arra2rs who delay plantinq after opening rains to control weeds or
for lack of machinery, run the risk of early frost.
Data fran the 1970 Agricultural Census indicate that approxim3.tely
60 percent of barley was produced for forage purposes in the wet
zone, and nearly all barley produced in the dry zone was for
forage.
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over 20 hectares of land control a substantial share of the total cropped area. These farmers own land privately and the largest farners (over
100 hectares) often rent additional land.
Several features of the economic environrrent are important to understanding technological change in the study area. Barley prices, influenced by the increasing demand for malting quality barley and the
higher proportion of barley sold for malting purposes, have risen relative to competing activities. Fran 1975 to 1980, prices received by
fanners for barley increased by over three tirres, canpared to a doubling
of maize prices and a 162 percent increase in the consurrer price index.
At the same tirre, real wage rates have increased by about 20 percent in
response to alternative opportunities in the nonagricultural sectors in
the area (including an industrial corcplex at Sahagun and a state capital
at Pachuca), as well as in the nearby Mexico City labor market ...Y
Sources of Irrproved Technologies
Several institutions have a role in praroting improved technology
in the area. A private organization of major breweries, rrrpulsora Agricola, has praroted barley production for malting purposes, especially
anong large fanners, in several ways: (1) through distribution of improved varieties of higher malting quality, (2) by providing technical
advice, and (3) by acting as a buying agent. The official credit bank
also requires as part of its loan the use of a package of inputs that
usually includes an improved variety, herbicide and fertilizer. There is
an extension service, although its primary activity is to provide technical advice through the official bank. They do not have a derronstration
program, nor is there a research program operating in the area to provide reccmnendations to farrrers. Y HCMever, there is no doubt that the
CIMvtYT on-fann research/training program, through its on-farm experiments and derronstrations, has also had sare impact on the spread of new
1/

Real wage rates were calculated by deflating rroney wages by the
official consurrer price index.

2/

INIA, the national agricultural research institute, has successfully developed improved barley varieties, but has done relatively
little research on management practices for the area, especially
under farrrers' conditions.
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technoloqies, even though its major objective has been training. Final-lv, fanners themselves have been a major source of innovation. Manv
lnrge fa:rrrers have contacts with farmers in rrore advanced irrigated
areas in other parts of the country, or even contacts abroad, and bring
back new ideas and inputs for experinentation.
Characteristics of the Technological Components and t.he
Predicted Adoption Pattern
A Model for Analyzing Adoption Decisions as a Function of Technogical
Characteristics
In this study, we emphasize the characteristics of the technology
as they affect the pattern of adoption. A technology is the aggregate of
all practices or technological canponents used to grow a crop. A practice or technological canponent is defined by the tine, rrethod and intensity of a particular operation in crop production. For exarrple, a
practice for weed control with herbicide is defined by the type, rrethod,
rate and tine of application of the herbicide. The adoption pattern of a
particular technological component can be defined by the tirre of initiation of adoption and the rate of adoption once initiated. Given a series
of independent technological canponents with no interaction between the
corrponents, we hypothesize the adoption pattern to be defined by five
characteristics of the technological corrponent: a)

profitability, b)

riskiness, c) divisibility or initial capital requirerrents, d) complexity, and e) availability •.!/
Profitability, defined here as return to investnEnt in a given
technological canponent, is expected to be an overriding factor in farmers' adoption decisions. Farmers with capital constraints will adopt
that practice giving highest returns to available capital. However,
adoption of a profitable technology is expected to be slower if it increases risks. Divisibility of the technnology measured in terms of initial cash costs may also affect rates of adoption patterns--large fa.TI':1ers are expected to adopt less divisible inputs before small famers.
1/

Byrnes (1982) hypothesizes similar but not identical characteristics consisting of observability, comparability, profi tabili tv,
reliability and trialability.
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Technological ccmponents requiring rrore managerrent canplexi ty may require a longer tirrE to diffuse as farmers build up sufficient experience
to capture potential returns fran using the technology. Finally, all
these factors are rrodified by the availability of inputs, equiµrent and
information for each technological ccmponent, which in turn is a function of such institutional factors as the relative role of the private
and public sector in providing inputs and information to farmers.
Profitability and riskiness of a cornpJnent are themselves a function of elements of the agroclimatic and socioeconomic environrrent, such
as rainfall and prices. Moreover, heterogeneity in the farm population
is likely to lead to a slo.ver rate of adoption because of differences in
risk aversion, managerrent capacity, information and capital availability
arrong farmers in the population. Farm size, which has been identified as
an important variable in previous adoption studies (e.g. Perrin and
Winkelmann, 1976; Feder, 1981), is a proxy for many of these factors.
Finally, interactions between technological cornpJnents will affect
adoption patterns. Where positive interactions exist, the adoption of
one technological ccmponent is expected to accelerate the adoption of
additional ccmponents. In the extrerre case, where inputs are perfect
complerrents, all technological ccmponents would be adopted as a package
since no one ccmponent would function without the presence of the
others.
overview of the Technological Components Analyzed
A total of eight different technological ccmponents are examined in
this study. Table 1 ccrrq:>ares the "irrproved" rrethcxl with the "traditional" rrethcxi. These irrproved practices have been divided into rrechanical
ccmponents and biochemical components. Follo.ving Hayami and Ruttan
(1971) , the rrechanical ccmponents are labor saving while the biochemical
ccmponents are yield increasing or land saving. Hence, we expect a sarewhat different adoption pattern depending on relative factor prices.
Also, it is generally assumed that rrechanical technologies favor large
farmer adoption, while biochemical technologies are essentially scale
neutral and, given equal access to input and product markets, can be
equally well adopted by either sma.11 or large farmers.
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Table 1.

Cooprrison of Different Elerrents of the Traditional
and Inproved Technologies

"Traditional"
Technology
~hanical

"Inproved"
Technology

Carponents

1. I.and Preparation
a. Paver source and
irrplerrent for
initial tillage

Animal with wooden or
steel plav

Tractor with disc plav
or subsoiler

b. Intensity of tillage
prior to planting

One tillage operation
and saretilres none

Ploughing canbined with
one or rrnre harravings

c. Timing of initial

After rains begin in
April/May

After the previous harvest in October to
January

2. Planting

Broadcast and covered
by tillage inplerrent

Use of seed drill

3. Harvesting

cutting by ~/ and
threshing with animal
or stationary thresher

Use of canbine
harvester

tillage

Biochemical Carponents
1. Variety

"cam.m" a variety intrOOuced by the Spanish
in the colonial period

Apizaco, Cerro Prieto
and other varieties
released by the Mexican
research institute
(INIA) since 1965

2. Weed Control

None or sare hand
weeding

Use of back-pack sprayer
to apply 2,4-D herbicide to control broadleaf weeds

3. Fertilizer

None or use of some
organic manure

Application of nitrogen
and saretilres ph:>sphorous fertilizer.

~/ A feN fanrers also errployed an internediate harvesting technique, using a
horse or tractor drawn "stripper" to cut and then to transport the barley to
a rrec~ical thresher. This practice is not analyzed in this study.
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Characteristics of the Mechanical Technolcx;ical Components
The rrechanical COillfX)nents examined in this study essentially represented the replacement of animal or hUil1ClI1 :pc:wer by rrotor po.ver. There is
considerable evidence that the cost of rrotor

PJ~r

is substantially

cheaper than their animal- or hurran-pcwered counterparts. By 1980, the
cost per hectare of renting animals for ploughing was double the cost of
renting a tractor, and this did not include the cost of labor or forage
in using rented animals. Likewise, in 1980 the cost of hand harvesting
was rrore than double the cost of mechanical harvesting by canbine (Table
2). Even assuming hand harvesting is perfonned by lower cost family labor (which is not usually the case) , hand harvesting still requires the
use of a stationary thresher, which is only roarginally cheaper than a
canbine harvester.
The use of the drill to replace hand-broadcasting of seed is the
only rrechanical technology in which there is no real cost advantage,
largelv because little labor is employed in hand-broadcasting: about 0.5
person-days/ha is required compared to at least 5 person-days/ha for
hand harvesting.
There is also considerable evidence that the cost of rrechanization
has declined over time. The real cost of tractor ploughing and canbine
harvesting in tenns of grain equivalents

.!./

has decreased by about 20

percent over the period 1975 to 1980 (Table 2). The increased competition to provide rental services arising from an increased number of machines, a steadily increasing subsidy on fuel, and a favorable sales tax
and import duties for agricultural machinery, have been factors in this
declining real cost. over the sane period, the cost of labor in grain
equivalents has remained steady,~/ indicating a fall in the relative
costs of rrechanical practices.

1/

2/

Because we are using price and cost data from two '[X)ints in tine in
a period of rapid inflation, we have converted rroney costs to grain
equivalents using field prices of barley of $1.3/kg in 1975 and
$4.1 in 1980.
As rrentioned earlier, the real wage rate calculated by deflating
rroney wages by the consumer price index has risen by 20 percent.
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Table 2.

Costs of the Mechanical Technological Ccnp:>nents
in 1975 and 1980
Percent Change
1975 to 1980

Year
1975-- 1980
(kg of grain equivalent per ha)~/
An:inal rental for ploughing

n.a.

220

n.a.

Tractor rental for ploughing

153

122

-21

Tractor rental for harrowing

77

61

-21

Rental of drill

n.a.

73

n.a.

Rental of canbine

230

195

-16

Hand harvesting (with labor C'Ost)
(without labor
C'OSt)

531

497

-6

223

192

-14

(kg of grain equivalente per day)
Unskilled wage rate per day

31

-3

30

~/ Based on field price of barley of $1.3/kg in 1975 and $4.1/kg in 1980.
n.a. not available.

These cost differences might be rrodif ied if there are yield effects
of the rrechanical technolCXJies, especially since a switch to tractor
power also involves a change in tillage irrplerrents. Because the on-farm
experi.rrental program errphasized biochemical technolCXJies, we do not have
carq:>lete evidence on yield effects.

Eight experirrents were carried out

over the period to ccmpare broadcasting and drilling.

Broadcasting out-

yielded drilling by 8 percent, but the difference was not significant.
Ho.vever, drilling does allow large fa.rners with limited labor to plant
in a rrore tirrely manner •..!/ Two experi.rrents were also conducted on additional tillage operations in 1979 and 1980 and shONed an average yield
increase of 315 kg/ha to one additional harrONing. This is similar to an
estimated yield response of 280 kg/ha derived from an analysis of farmers' yields in 1979 (Byerlee, Harrington, Marko, 1981).

These yield

increases ccmpare very favorably to an estimated cost of 60 kg/ha in

1/

In the 1979 survey, farrrers with over 20 ha planted an average of
one week earlier if they used a drill.
13

grain equivalents for the additional harrowing.
The other characteristics of the rrechanical technologies--riskiness, divisibility, conplexity and availability--depend largely on the
type of farrrer. For a large farrrer who purchases his own tractor, we
expect divisibility to be a problem, but risk may be reduced since rrore
tirrely operations are possible.-Y However, corrplexity is increased because of the need to manage and maintain the equiprrent. For small farmers who adopt by renting machinery, divisibility is overcare and there
is no problem of

increasing canplexity, since the farrrer rents the

operator as well as the machine. HCMever, availability and riskiness may
be a problem,

since in a limited rental market, farrrers may have to

queue for machinery services. There is evidence that tractor renters
perfonn less tirrely operations than owners because of the difficulty in
obtaining a tractor when rroisture conditions are appropriate for tillage
or planting (Byerlee, Harrington, Marko, 1981). However, it is expected
that as the rental market develops and a larger number of tractors becorres available, these problems should be reduced}/
Characteristics of the Biochemical Technological Components
Characteristics of each biochemical component are shown in Table 3
and Figure 3. Profitability and riskiness of the technological carq:xr
nents have been calculated fran the results of the on-fann experirrents
conducted from 1976 to 1980. Calculations in Table 3 do not consider
interactions, which are analyzed separately in the following section. Ne
have disaggregated the analysis into wet and dry zones, because the results are quite sensitive to rainfal1.l/
1/

2/

3/

Risk may be reduced by increased rroisture conservation in dry years
through earlier tillage and better weed control prior to planting.
Drilling may also enable better placement of seed in relation to
rroisture in a dry seed bed.
Until recently, machinery services in the area have been entirely
the province of the private sector. Now, the official credit bank
is also giving loans to groups of small farrrers for machinery purchase.
For exarrple, average yields in the variety experirrents in the dry
zone were 1.60 ton/ha with a coefficient of variation of 55 percent
canpared to average yields of 2. 45 ton/ha and a coefficient of
variation of 27 percent in the wet zone.
14

Rates of return to investrrent, as a rreasu:te of profitability, were
calculated follaving the methodology of Perrin et al. (1976). Full details and assumptions are given in Appendix A. Of the three biochemical
caTipOnents, improved variety gives the highest rate of return on investment in both rainfall zones. This arises despite the fact that average
yield increases fran using improved varieties were only 11 percent in
the wet zone and 3 percent in the dry zone. However, the cost of changing variety is low, since seed may be kept over several years. Also the
major factor leading to high profits from using newer varieties has been
the developrrent of a market for barley of malting quality. This has led
to an average price premium for improved varieties of 10 percent over
prices received for the local variety, which has poor malting quality.
Returns to improved varieties are particularly high in the wet zone.
Herbicide, and then fertilizer follow variety in terms of profitability in the wet zone, where both give significant increases in yields.
Herbicide gives particularly high returns at 1980 prices in the wet zone
where weed problems are rrore severe. At 1975 prices, herbicide use was
only marginally profitable in the dry zone, but because of a decline in
real prices should be attractive to farrrers in 1980. Similarly, returns
to fertilizer use have increased dramatically fran 1975 to 1980, reflecting a 44 percent decline in the real price of nitrogen fertilizer rreasured in grain equivalents. The higher return to fertilizer use in the
dry zone reflects a lower optimal fertilizer dose,.!/ a smaller number of
observations, and the daninance of two unusually high yielding sites.
The distribution of yields over sites and years in the experirrents
was used to calculate two rreasures of risk in each rainfall zone for
each biochemical carq:x_)nent. In both cases , it is assumed that risk
averse farrrers are concerned about consequences at the laver end of the
distribution of econanic benefits, i.e. the worst results. First, the
absolute risk f ran using the new component was calculated by the gain or
loss in grain equivalents for the lowest 20 percent of the distribution

1/

The optimal dose in the dry zone was estimated to be 45 kg/ha of
nitrogen, canpared to 80 kg/ha of nitrogen in the wet zone.
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Table 3.

Characteristics of the Biochemical Technological
Ccrrponents in 1975 and 1980

!nproved Variety ~ Herbicide
Wet Q£l.
Zone Zone

·
Ferti·1 izer
-b/
Wet !?El
Zone Zone

Wet
Zone

Q£l.
Zone

Average yield increase (kg/ha) ~/

254*

43

282*

118

598*

451*

Marginal rate of return on investrrent (percent/year)
1975
1980

1419
2172

411
667

281
430

77

146

91
223

163
444

122

-19

87

-17

-15

-113

6

36

13

22

13

33

I

I

276
160

162
96

Risk Measure I (kg/ha grain
equivalent gained or lost in
20% worst cases at 1980 prices)
Risk Measure II (estimated probability that net benefits of ~
proved technological ccnp:>nents
are less than those of traditional technological ccnp:>nents
at 1980 prices)
Initial cash costs (kg/ha grain
equivalent)
1975
1980

231
183

I

I

86
52

* Significantly different fran check treatrrent at 5 percent level.
~/ Refers to purchase of certified
bors) usually costs less.
period.

seed. seed fran other sources (e.g. neighIn addition, it can be used over a five-year

~/ 80 kg/ha of nitrogen in the wet zone and 45 kg/ha of nitrogen in the

dry

zone.

~/ calculated taking into account lost sites.
Source: Based on on-farm experirrental data, 1976 to 1980 (see Appendix B) •
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Figure 3. Comparison of Yield Increase, Marginal Rate of Return on Capital and Risk of the Three Biochemical
Technological Components
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as
by
an
in

in Perrin, et al. (1976). Second, we calculated the incidence of risk
estimating the percentage of years in which farrrers would experience
econanic loss (i.e. negative returns on capital) for a given change
technology when corrpared to the traditional practice •.!/
In the case of variety, there is virtua.11y no risk fran using improved varieties in the wet zone and only a very small risk in the dry
zone--whichever risk rreasure is used. In the dry zone, the local variety
gives higher returns in over one-third of the years but, because the

1/

In each case the distribution of yields over many experirrents and
years is assurred to represent true year to year variation faced by
farrrers. In practice, the distribution also includes site to site
variation which we have reduced but not eliminated, by stratifying
by rainfall zone.
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cost of changing varieties is not high, the absolute risk is not high •.!/
Herbicide was not considered risky in the wetter zone. Herbicide
gave positive returns in the wet zone even for the 20 percent worst results. However, in the dry zone, because the incidence of crop loss is
about one in five, use of any input is risky. Even so, absolute losses
frc:rn herbicide use in the dry zone are not high because of its low cost.
Moreover, since herbicide is applied one rronth after planting, the farmer can reduce risks by not applying if the crop shCJ.\fs poor early developrrent.
Finally, fertilizer is by far the rrost risky of the inputs considered, al though losses are small in the wet zone. In the dry zone, fertilizer use (at a lower dose of 45 kg/ha of nitrogen) is risky even for
the worst 33 r:>ercent of the results and expected losses in the driest
years are over 100 kg/ha in grain equivalents.
In tenns of initial capital costs, the lCMest cost change is for
herbicide use, provided a back-pack sprayer is rented. A capital outlay
of only about 50 kg/ha in grain equivalent was necessary for adoption of
herbicide in 1980. The initial cost of using an .irrproved variety depends
on the source of seed. If certified seed is used, initial costs are
quite high. However, rrost fanrers who do not work with the bank purchased seed fran friends and neighbors at substantially lc:Mer prices.
Fertilizer use at recamended doses is the rrost costly change, but like
the other biochemical inputs, it is divisible and hence initial adopters
with scarce capital can use lower doses.
1/

Also for variety, stability pararceters were calculated for the six
rrost camonly used varieties in the study area follCJ.\fing the rrethod
of Eberhard and Russell (1966). Yield of individual varieties was
regressed on the rrean yield of all varieties at that location. A
slope of the regression line greater than one indicates relatively
better response to good conditions, while ~ intercept indicates
the response under poor conditions. A high R indicates wide adaptation. The local variety Camm and the .irrproved varieties, Apizaco
and Cerro Prieto, had a slope of less than one, while the new early
varieties, Centinela and Puebla, shaw greater response to better
environments. The local var~ety also shows the widest adaptability,
as indicated by the high R , while Centinela shows quite variable
performance. This often arises because a dry spell during the
growing cycle does not allCM this early vRriety to recover. By
these rreasures, Comful, Apizaco and Cerro Prieto are less risky varieties and in fact, were the rrost widely grown varieties in 1980.
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Variety is also the least complex of the changes, providing there
are no strong variety by managerrent interactions (sec next section).
Seed of the new variety is simply substituted for that of the old variety at the sane seed rate. Fertilizer and herbicide both require calculations of dosages per unit of area and judgerrents on the appropriate
tine of application in relation to crop develoµrent and climatic conditions. Fertilizer represents an additional complication in the study
area because of the number of different products with varying nutrient
canposition, which requires that fanrers have sare knowledge of nutrient
needs and the ability to calculate dosages. On the other hand, only one
herbicide product is cormonly used on barley.
Finally, the availability of the different inputs varies. Both seed
for improved varieties and herbicide are available in private stores or
"veterinarias". Moreover, a farmer working with the official credit bank
is usually obligated to use improved seed provided through the bank.
Fertilizer, on the other hand, is only available through the official
credit bank or governnent o.vned stores. Distribution points were fet1
and stocks of fertilizers erratic, so fanrers using fertilizer had to
travel a considerable distance to obtain supplies.
Interactions Between Technological Corrponents
Sorre limited evidence is available on the interaction between variety, herbicide and fertilizer. Five experiments have been conducted on
variety by managerrent with local and improved varieties being tested
with and without the application of fertilizer and herbicide. Results
are shCMn in Figure 4. At lav managerrent levels, there was no difference
between local and improved varieties. At high managerrent levels, the
improved variety gives significantly higher yields, since the local variety tends to lodge with the application of nitrogen fertilizer. A further variety by weed control interaction arises in the ffi3Iket for m:l.1ting quality barleys that are discounted for weed seed impurities. This
further raises the return from herbicide weed control in improved varieties.
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Figure 4. Variety by Management Interactions in the Wet Zone
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Source: Calculated from data from 5 on-farm experiments during 1976-80

Twelve experirrents have been conducted on fertilizer by herbicide
use, rrostly in the wet zone. As expected, there was positive interaction
between herbicide and fertilizer.

Marginal rates of return analysis

shCMn in Figure 5 strongly indicates the sequence of adoption to be
herbicided follaved by fertilizer. The addition of herbicide alone costE
little and provides high returns. The addition of fertilizer alone, ho.vever, gives much lo.ver returns and was only mrrginally profitable a'
1975 prices. Figure 5 also indicates the extent to which real costs o
adoption of biochemical technologies have fallen since 1975.
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Figure 5. Net Benefit Curves Showing Interaction of Herbicide and Fertilizer
in the Wet Zone at 1975 and 1980 Prices!!/
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Predicted Adoption Sequence
In sum, there is substantial evidence that factor price relationships favor rapid rrechanization of land preparation and harvesting but
not drilling. Yield effects of additional tillage operations and probably of earlier tillage, are also associated with tractor use for land
preparation. HCMever, adoption patterns are likely to be strongly influenced by farm size, as larger farm size favors machinery avnership.
Small fanrers who adopt by renting machinery should lag in their adoption of machinery, especially if rental services are provided by larger
fanrers. Finally, we expect adoption of rrechanical canponents to be influenced by topography, since large machinery can be used rrore efficiently on flat open land. In the study area, the interplanting of barley
and maguey on sloping land corrplicates the use of machinery.
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Arrong the biochemical components, the evidence on rates of returns,
risk, corrplexity, and availability all points tcward an adoption sequence of variety follo.r.Ted by herbicide and then fertilizer, at least in
the wet zone. Note that yield increases run in the reverse order from
about 600 kg/ha for fertilizer to only 250 kg/ha for variety in the wet
zone (Figure 3). Data on interactions between these components also suggest adoption in the sane order to enable exploitation of high marginal
returns on initial capital expenditures. Al though there are positive
interactions between herbicide and fertilizer, these inputs can be adopted separately with strong indications in the wet zone that it will be
more effective to adopt herbicide before fertilizer.
We are not able to analyze interactions between the biochemical and
mechanical technological components. Hcwever, three observations are
relevant. First, the inital cost of mechanical components when adopted
by renting are not high in relation to the biochemical components, especially at 1975 prices. How-ever, the initial cost of the biochemical components in terms of grain equivalents has fallen by 30 percent for herbicide and 44 pei;-cent for fertilizer, canpared to 20 percent for mechanical components. Hence, we expect rrore rapid adoption of biochemical
canponents in later years. Second, we expect complementarity between
moisture conservation practices, such as early tillage and additional
secondary tillage, and the use of such biochemical components as improved varieties and fertilizer. Finally, the use of yield-increasing
biochemical components is likely to place a premium on mechanical harvesting, in which costs are relatively insensitive to yields.
Analysis of Farmers' Actual Adoption Patterns
'I'M::>

measures of adoption were used in this study. First, fanrers

were asked about the use of a given practice in the year of the survey.
This provides a longitudinal measure of adoption of specific technological components in 1975 and 1980. This measure may underestimate adoption if a particular practice was not used in the survey year because of
climatic or other reasons. Second, we asked farmers if they had ever
used a given practice and if so in what year they first used this practice. This measure could overstate actual adoption since srne f anrers
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may have adopted and then rejected a practice. In fact, we rarely encountered this in the survey.
Both measures of adoption were used to analyze adoption patterns in
a two-step procedure. First, given the substantial variability in farmers circumstances encountered in the area, we wanted to divide farrrers
into rrore harogeneous subgroups for the analysis of adoption patterns.
Logit analysis of actual use of a practice was en-ployed for this purpose. Second, the time of initiation of adoption and the rate of adoption of each technological corrponent for each subgroup was estimated by
fitting a logistic curve to data based on farrrers recall on the year of
adoption. Pararreters of these logistic curves were then used to compare
adoption patterns across technological canponents for each farrrer subgroup.
Logit Analysis of Major Factors Affecting Adoption
To delineate subgroups of farrrers, we used a logit analysis to relate adoption of each technological corrponent to major variables explaining different agroclirnatic and socioeconanic circumstances of f anners )/ These variables were rainfall, topography, farm size and sareti.rres use of bank credit. We have already seen from the analysis of the
on-f arrn experiments that rainfall has an irrportant effect on returns and
risk fran using the biochemical technological ccmponents. Topography has
been identified as irrportant in other adoption studies (e.g. Perrin and
Winkelmann, 1976) probably as a proxy for information and market access,
since hilly areas are generally less well served by roads and are further fran market centers. Also, mechanization is expected to be less
efficient in hilly areas where the intercropping of barley with maguey
is practiced. Farm size has been another irrportant variable in many
adoption studies. It may be a proxy for a number of factors, such as
econanies of scale of use of new technologies (particularly mechanical
technologies), economies of scale in acquiring information, ability to
take risks, and access to capital and inputs. In divi ding by f ar:m

lf

With a bivariate dependent variable (i.e. two values representing
nonadoption and adoption) error tenns are biased in a standard regression. Logit analysis with maximum likelihood estimation following Nerlove and Press (1973) overcanes this problem.
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size, we followed an earlier study that showed that fanrers with less
than 20 ha depended largely on the rental of tractor services, while
larger fanrers a-med tractors (Byerlee, Harrington, Marko, 1981). Finally, the bank often provides inputs in kind, and hence bank credit is expected to influence adoption, especially of biochemical cauponents.
To get maximum discriminating ~r in the logit function, we chose
that survey (1975 or 1980) for which the adoption level of the ccrnponent
was closest to 50 percent. That is, the 1975 survey data were analyzed
for tractor, canbine and variety and the 1980 survey data were used for
drill, herbicide and fertilizer. A logit function was then run for each
technological canponent using nonadoption/adoption as the dependent variable, and rainfall, topography, fann size and sorretirres bank credit as
the independent variables.
Results of the logit analysis are presented in Table 4. In the case
of rrechanical cauponents, except for the drill, topography had the
largest effect on adoption levels. The canbine is still not used on alrrost half of fanns in sloping areas regardless of fann size. Fann size
significantly influenced the adoption of tractors and drills. Only in
the case of a drill does rainfall significantly affect the adoption of a
mechanical ccmponent.
As expected, rainfall generally had the largest effect on the adoption of all three biochemical cauponents. Fann size affected the adoption of variety and fertilizer but did not significantly influence herbicide use. As hypothesized, bank credit influenced the adoption of variety and also affected fertilizer adoption at the 10 perce...11t level of
significance.
Logistic Curves of Adoption Patterns
Logistic curves of cumulative adoption levels over tine were fitted
to analyze the adoption path of each fanrer subgroup for each technolcgical component. The logistic curve is defined as:
At= K/(l + e-c-¢t)
where At is the cumulative percentage of adopters by tine t, K is the
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Table 4. Esti.m3.ted Ipgit Function of Adoption for
Six Technological carponents ~/

Tractor canbine
Survey Year
Nurrt>er of
Observations
Farm Size
(0: ~ 20
(1: >20

ha)
ha)

Irrproved
Drill£! Variety Herbicide Fertilizer

--

1975

1975

1980

1975

1980

1980

54

54

45

53

46

45

.13
(1.32)

.27
(2.60)*

.29
(2.36)*

.14
(1.18)

.49
(2.53)*

.02
.24)

.26
(2.87)*

.40
(3.03) *

.38
(3.53)*

.41
(2.53)*

.34
(3.93)*

.002
.02)

.34
(2.69)*

Rainfall
dry )
(0:
(1:
wet)

-.02
( .26)

Topography
(0: slope
(1: flat

.37
(3 .52) *

Credit Use
(O:non-user)
(1: user )

.21
(1.84)
.33
(2.58)*

.10
.97)

.28
(1.82)
.28
(1.82)

* Significant at the 5 percent level; nurrbers in parenthesis are asyrrototic
t-ratios.

~/ Esti.m3.ted change in the prcbability that a fanner will adopt given a one
unit change in the independent variable, using the logit esti.m3.tion procedure of Nerlove and Press (1973).

£!

The equation for drill is esti.m3.ted by ordinary least squares because scree
independent variables take only one value for adopters, making legit esti.m3.tion in1?ossible.
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upper bound on percentage adoption)../ ¢ is the rate at which adoption
occurs and c is the constant term. This curve (see Figure 6) was chosen
because the cumulative adoption path for new technologies generally follo.vs a similar S-shaped path (Griliches, 1957). The number of adopters
increases slo.vly at first because only the rrost progressive and/or less
risk-averse farrrers adopt. Then it increases more rapidly as other farmers become aware of the advantages of this technological component and
finally slews do.vn as all farrrers who find the ccrnponent profitable have
adopted.

The ceiling,

(i.e.

100 percent of adoption)

might not be

reached or could be reached rather slo.vly (Jarvis, 1981).
Using the logistic curve, the adoption pattern can be described by
two pararreters fran each curve shewn in Figure 6. First, we calculated
A, the year in which 20 percent of the farrrers had adopted a given practice. This was arbitrarily chosen as a :rreasure of the ti.Ire of initiation
of adoption to represent a point where a significant number of f artrers
had already adopted}/ Second, we determined BC, the number of years
required for 50 percent of the f arrrers to adopt the practice during the
period of rrost rapid adoption.
The logistic curve was fitted to each subgroup of farrrers depending
on the factors identified in the logit analysis as affecting adoption of
a specific practice at the 20 percent level of significance. "Where topography and farm size both affected adoption (i.e. tractor and variety),
the sample was divided into large far:rrers (over 20 ha, rrost of which are
on flat land) , small far:rrers in flat areas and small f a:rmers in sloping
or hilly areas. This was necessary because of the positive association

1/

2/

K may vary depending on the expected terminal adoption rate. In our
case, all technological corrponents (with the possible exception of
the drill) are expected to be completly adopted in the long run because of their profitability and hence 100 percent adoption was
assurred.
Because the logistic curve is asymptotic to the X-axis, it is not
possible to estimate the tirre of initiation of adoption directly.
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Figure 6. Logistic Function Representing the Adoption Process

c

AB

Year

A: /n!fiotion of the odoption process (i e. 20percent offarmers hove adopted)
BC: Number of years in which 50 percent of formers odoptduring the period
of fastest adoption

between fann size and flat land •.!/ No such association was found between
rainfall and t~aphy or rainfall and farm size.
Pararreters for the logistic curves are given in Table 5. In addition, the actual use of the practice in 1975 and 1980 is reportea ...Y
I.Doking at the tine of initiation of adoption for the whole sarrple, it
is evident that except for the use of a seed drill, rrechanical technological carponents have been adopted before all three biochemical ccnponents. However, the rate of adoption for rrechanical carponents is generally slower than for the biochemical carponents, indicating the greater
divisibility of the biochemical carponents. By 1980, the ranking of

1/

The sarrple size in the 1975 and 1980 surveys is too small to allCM
a breakdCM11 of large fanns by topography. 83 percent of the large
fanrers operated on flat land.

2/

Differences between the two sets of results arise fran the different definitions of adoption noted above, as well as possible uncertainty on the part of fanrers about the year in which they first
used a practice.
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Table 5. Pararreters of the Logistic Function and Actual AdoEtion Levels
in 1975 and 1980
Pararreters of Logistic Function
Tirre of Initiation
Rate of
Adoption
of AdoEtion
(Year in
which first
20% farrrers
adopted)
Mechanical Crnq:x:>nents
Tractor
All farrrers
Large f arrrers
Srrall farrrers/flat land
Small farrrers/slopes
Canbine
All farrrers
Large farrrers
Srrall farrrers/flat land
Small farrrers/slopes
Drill
All farrrers
Large farrrers
Biochemical Components
I:rrproved Varieties
All farrrers
Large farrrers
Srrall farrrers/flat land
Small farrrers/slopes
Wet zone
Dry zone
Herbicide
All farrrers
Large farmers
Small f arrrers
Wet zone
Dry zone
Fertilizer
All farrrers
Large farrrers
Small farrrers/flat land
Small farrrers/slopes
Wet zone
Dry zone
n.a.

1957.6
1948.7
1959.0
1967.5

(Number of years
required for
middle 50% of
farrrers to adopt)

13.4
12.6
9.6
9.6

Actual Use of Practice

Farrrers
Percent of
Ever
Used
Used
used in
in
in
1980
1975
1980

59
89
70
12

91
100
100
82

96
100
100
88

1967.2
1963.8
1966.7
1973.9

8.6
4.6
6.7
n.a.

59
78
70
25

80
100
94
50

80
100
94
50

1981. 6
1970.0

16.3
n.a.

6
17

13
33

15
33

1969.1
1967.6
1964.0
1977 .2
1964.0
1975.6

12.3
5.6
11.2
n.a.
9.6
5.4

51
78
53
19
76
29

76
100
94
41
91
61

76
100
94
41
96
61

1971. 9
1966.7
1972.2
1968.2
1978.4

9.7
n.a.
8.9
7.2
n.a.

43
56
36
77
11

44
67
38
74
13

50
67
44
82

1971. 6
1963.9
1971.2
1977.5
1969.2
1975.4

11.4
11. 7
6.5
n.a.
10.3
6.5

28
44
25
13
46
14

41
92
41
6
62
26

54
92
65
24
65
30

not analyzed because of too fEM observations.
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adoption for the whole sanple was tractor, canbine, variety, herbicide,
fertilizer and drill. This is alrrost identical to the ranking of adoption levels in the 1975 survey.
Adoption Path for Mechanical Technological Components
Tractor use for land preparation was the first canponent adopted
and preceded canbine harvesting by about 10 years. Arocmg both tractor
and canbine users, early adopters were large farmers on flat land, follc:Med by small fanrers on flat land and, finally, small fanrers on sloping land. This last group lagged large fanrers in adoption by 19 years
for tractors and by 10 years for canbines (see Figure 7). It is particularly significant that early users of tractors (i.e. large famers)
generally adopted by purchasing a tractor. In both 1975 and 1980, 75
percent of large fanrers using tractors were tractor o.vners. Later adopters are alrrost entirely renters of machinery services. For example, all
but one fanrer who changed fran animal to tractor pot1er between 1975 and
1980 adopted through tractor rental. On sloping land, this enabled tractor use arrong small fanrers to increase fran 12 percent in 1975 to 82
percent in 1980--a particularly rapid rate of adoption even compared to
large fanrers.
Adoption of canbines on sloping land was also very rapid, reflecting the high cost of hand harvesting. Again, all fanrers who changed
fran hand harvesting to canbines fran 1975 to 1980 adopted by rental.
Many large fanrers also adopted canbine harvesting through rental--only
42 percent of large fanrers o.vned a canbine harvester in 1980. The rental market for canbines has also been strengthened by the developrent of
a national rental market in which canbine harvesters f ran other parts of
Mexico are imported to the area at harvest tinE. Interplanting of barley
with maguey has prevented the complete change-over to combine harvesting
and kept the adoption rates lower than for tractors. Many f anrers, however, are rerroving sorce maguey rows to increase inter-row spacing and
facilitate canbine harvesting.
Associated with the adoption of tractors has been an increase in
the intensity of tillage operations. More than twice as many fanrers
ploughed early after the previous harvest in 1980 compared to 1975 (Table 6). The number of tillage operations also increased slightly between

Figure 7. Logistic Curves for the Adoption of Six Improved Technological Components
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Table 6. Timing of Initial Tillage and Total Nurrber of Tillage Operations
by Power Source in 1975 and 1980
Percent of Fanrers Doing
Farly Initial Tillage ~

Average Nurrber of
Tillage 0perations

1975

1980

1975

Animal PcMer

11

n.a.

1. 7

n.a.

Rented Tractor

23

37

2.3

1. 7

Owned Tractor

38

58

2.7

3.3

22

51

2.1

2.3

Whole Sample

1980

~/ October to January.
n.a. not analyzed because of less than 5 observations.
1975 and 1980. In both cases there is a significant positive correlation

between the intensity of tillage operations and the use of a tractor
versus animal po.ver. Also arrong tractor users, significantly nore tractor owners plough early and undertake additional secondary tillage operations ccmpared to tractor renters, as shCMn by Table 6. The increase in
timing and intensity of tillage between 1975 and 1980 is due both to a
switch fran animal por.i.rer to use of a rented tractor and an increase in
tractor ownership. Twenty-seven percent of tractor renters in 1975 had
becane tractor owners by 1980 (Table 7) •

Table 7. Changes in Source of P<Mer Between 1975 and 1980
P<:Mer Source in 1975
Animal
PCMer

Rented
Tractor

PcMer Source in 1980

Owned
Tractor

All
Fanrers

(Percent Fanrers)

Animal PCMer(percent)

21

0

0

9

Rented Tractor(percent)

74

73

6

50

Owned Tractor(percent)

5

27

94

41

100

100

100

100

'1.Ul'AL
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Finally, adoption of seed drilling in place of broadcasting lagged
compared to the other mechanical corrponents. By 1980, only 13 :percent of
farrrcrs used a drill, and this was alrrost entirely confined to large
fa.rnErs in wetter areas. This result is in agreement with our prediction
that based on the lo.v cost of hand broadcasting of seed, drilling would
only be profitable for large farmers wishing to ensure timely planting.
Adoption Path for Biochemical Technological Components
Within the biochemical group of technological ccmp::>nents, the use
of improved varieties was generally the first practice to be adopted.
Ho.vever, its adoption lagged behind that of mechanical practices, particularly tractor use. By 1980, improved varieties had been adopted by
nearly all farmers in the wet zone. Small farmers lagged large farmers
in adoption, but the lag was less than in the case of tractor use. Improved varieties have also been adopted very rapidly in the dry zone,
but with a substantial lag in initiation of adoption canpared to the wet
zone. In 1980, 61 :percent of farmers used improved varieties in the dry
zone compared to only 29 :percent in 1975. These results accord with the
data fran on-farm experiments, which indicate that use of improved varieties is the rrost profitable and least risky of the biochemical ccmp::>nents. Widespread adoption of improved varieties by both snia.11 and large
farmers has also been aided by their relatively simplicity and lCM' initial capital cost.
Use of improved varieties has been closely follo.ved by adoption of
herbicide and fertilizer, but the pattern is sanewhat different between
the wet and dry zone. In the wet zone, herbicide adoption leads the use
of fertilizer and was also adopted rrore rapidly. As with other practices, large farmers adopted ear lier than snia.11 farmers, al though the
lag is snia.11 in the case of herbicide. This is rrost apparent in the
adoption pattern in the 1979 large sarrple in the wet zone shCMn in Figure 8. For both farm size groups, herbicide leads fertilizer in adoption. These results correspond to the higher returns, lCMer risks and
lCM"er initial capital costs of herbicide relative to fertilizer. The
greater lag in the adoption of fertilizer by srrall farmers may reflect
the problems of availability of this input.
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Figure 8. Adoption Curves for Herbicide and Fertilizer for the 1979 Farmer Survey in the Wet Zone
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In the dry zone, fertilizer has been rrore rapidly adopted than
herbicide, although both practices were still used by a small proportion
of farrcers in 1980. The earlier adoption of fertilizer relative to herbicide in this zone does conform to results from the on-farm experirrents,
which indicate high but risky returns from fertilizer use relative to
herbicide use. However, the small number of observations available from
on-farm experirrents and the low adoption rates prevent us fran drawing
definite conclusions. Furtherrrore, SOITE farrcers counted in the adoption
curve had used fertilizer often within a package provided by the official credit bank, but were not using fertilizer in 1980.
Technological Packages versus Step-wise Adoption
Fran the on-farm experirrental results, it appeared that al though
there are positive interactions between the biochemical comp::ments,
these interactions should not prevent the adoption of each carponent in
a step-wise manner, especially if farrcers follow a sequence of varietyherbicide-fertilizer. In fact, in no case did a farmer adopt all three
biochemical carponents in the sarre year and only about 20 percent of
farrcers adopted two carponents together--usually herbicide and feitilizer (Table 8). Furtherrrore, arrong farmers using all three comp:::>nents of
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th<' r:i.-1rkaqe, tht> i\Vernqc ll-lq fran ildnpUon of the first to the last componPnt WiH; n<'ilrl y f i vc yor.irs.

Table 8. Adoption 5equence of Biochemical Technological Crnponents
for Individual Farners in the Wet Zone
1979
Survey

1980
Survey

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

68
14

n.a.

0

51
23

61
17

26

22

Percent of farners using at least
one biochemical canponent wh::>
adopted:
variety before herbicide and fertilizer
herbicide before variety
fertilizer before variety
variety and herbicide in the same year
variety and fertilizer in the same year
herbicide and fertilizer in the same year
all three biochemical canponents in the
sarre year

9

5
0

18

Percent of farmers using herbicide
or fertilizer who adopted:
herbicide before fertilizer
fertilizer before herbicide
fertilizer and herbicide in the
sarre year
n.a.

not available.

As indicated by the logistic curve, variety was the first component

adopted in both the wet and dry zone. The on-fann experinental results
indicated that positive interactions exist between variety, herbicide
and fertilizer use, but that variety alone is still quite profitable,
especially in the wet zone. In fact, 68 percent of farrrers using at
least one of the biochemical ccrnponents had adopted variety first,
usually independently of other biochemical components. The experimental
results also suggested large positive interactions between fertilizer
use and herbicide, but with a feasible adoption path of herbicide follc:Med by fertilizer. Again, anong farrrers in the wet zone who had adopted fertilizer and/or herbicide, rrore than half used herbicide before
fertilizer and less than one-quarter adopted both in the sane year (Table 8)

l/

)J

'IWo-thirds of the f anners who used both herbicide and fertil-

This sequence is not apparent in the dry zone, which also accords
with the lCM level of interaction found in the on-fann experinents.
HCMever, we are reluctant to draw conclusions because of the small
number of observations in the dry zone.
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izer in the 1979 survey, and who adopted fertilizer first, followed
within three years with the use of herbicide. Only one-third of fanners
adopting herbicide first follCMed with fertilizer use in the sane space
of three years. The evidence then clearly points to a step-wise pattern
rather than a package approach to adoption. Even with strong positive
interactions between technological components, individual components can
usually be identified that give high returns when adopted in a step-wise
manner.
Conclusions
The present study has clearly doa.urented the adoption pattern follCMed by fanners during a period of rapid technological change. During
this period of 10 to 15 years, rrost fanrers have rrechanized the major
operations of land preparation and harvesting and, especially in the
wetter zone, adopted a package of biochemical technological components.
Although the area may not be typical because of its proximity to Mexico
City, which has influenced both the labor and product market, the example does illustrate the potential for rapid technological change with
appropriate technologies and economic incentives.
The high and rising relative cost of hand and animal rrethods has
been a major factor favoring rapid rrechanization. The drill is the only
rrechanical component that has not been widely adopted, and this reflects
the limited potential for saving labor costs by drilling relative to the
other rrechanical components.
Mechanization was first adopted by larger fanners on flat land.
HCMever, small f anrers have adopted these technologies rapidl v, especially tractors and combines, after a lag of several years. The active
developrrent of a machinery rental market has been a major factor in explaining high rates of rrechanization arrong srrall fanrers. In fact, 80
percent of srrall fanrers adopted tractors before biochemical technological components, indicating that with develoµrent of a machinery re.ntal
market, rrechanical components are highly divisible inputs. Topography,
which decreases the efficiency of rrechanization on slopes, especially
where barley was intercropped with maguey, was generally a rrore important detenninant of rrechanization than fann size.
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While the major rrotive for rrechanization appears to be the saving
of labor, tractor use in land preparation is also associated with yield
increasing practices, such as early ploughing and increased secondary
tillage. These practices increase with both the change from animal to
tractor :i::::iower and with the change from tractor rental to tractor ownership.
Adoption of the biochemical technological components is rrost
strongly influenced by rainfall. Adoption in the dry zone, where economic returns were generally lower and risks higher, considerably lagged
adoption in the wet zone. The adoption sequence arrong the three biochemical components strongly reflects the relative economic returns and
risks to each ccmponent. In the wet zone, the sequence follo.ved bv farmers was variety-herbicide-fertilizer. Because high economic returns were
closely associated with low risk canponents, it was not possible to separate the effects of profitability and risk. The order of adoption of
the biochemical canponents is the reverse of the expected yield increase
from each ccmponent.
Although there were strong positive interactions between all three
biochemical ccmponents, few farmers adopted rrore than one component at
the sarre tirre. Rather adoption follo.ved a clear step-wise pattern with
ccmponents giving highest returns on capital invested being adopted earliest. Hence, fanrErs over tirre and in a sequential rranner will adopt
the ccmplete package of biochemical ccmponents.
The above findings have a nurrber of implications for an efficient
strategy for developrrent and diffusion of improved agricultural technologies. First, the need to divide farrcers into relatively horrogeneous
subgroups or recormendation domains for the purposes of research and
extension is illustrated by the results--particularly the sharp distinction in economic returns, risk, and adoption rate of biochemical ccmponents between the wet and dry zones. However, definition of these recomrrendation dana.ins needs to take a long-term perspective. In particular,
after a tirre lag, small fanrErs usually followed the sarre adoption path
as large fanrErs. The small fanrEr-large fanrEr dichotorey, often believed to require separate research strategies, may not be as important
as ccmronly believed, at least for a canrercial crop such as the case
analyzed here. The early adoption by large farrrers allo.vs experience to
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be gained in the use of biochemical technologies by those best able to

take risks. It also allavs developren.t of a machinery rental market for
small fanrers.
Second, although the research strategy might aim to develop a package of practices that exploits positive interactions between technological ccrnponents, this package should be a goal for adoption over tine
and not for direct extension to fanrers. Rather, the research strategy
should seek a step-wise pattern of adopting ccrnponents in such a way
that each step is both profitable to farrrers and appropriate to their
capital constraints. The check plot in each experirrent should reflect
existing farrrer practice or a projected fa.mer practice in the future.
In this case study, herbicide trials would be conducted with improved
varieties but without the application of fertilizer. Fertilizer trials
to establish optimal levels of application would be conducted using both
improved varieties and herbicide weed control.
Furtherrrore, the identification of research priorities should be
based on econanic analysis of the likely profitability of each ccrnponent
rather than potential yield increases. The cornron strategy of focusing
on "yield constraints" or the "yield gap" would have enphasized research
on fertilizer, which in fact was the last component to be adopted. M:>reover, fanrers apparently do not need to see large yield increases to be
convinced about adoption of a practice. Irrproved varieties, which were
adopted first over the whole study area, gave an estimated yield increase of less than 10 percent.
Finally, the private sector has been a major participant in the
diffusion of technologies to farrrers in the present case. The private
sector, through machinery distributorships and entrepreneurial fanrers,
has largely introduced rrechanization and has also, through the association of breNeries, played a major role in praroting biochemical carp::>nents at least to large farrrers. Havever, the public sector, through the
release of new barley varieties by the research system and the provision
of inputs and credit by the official credit bank, has also been :irrportant. The public sector, by way of favorable pricing policies, has also
provided strong incentives for technological change. However, we believe
an effective on-farm research and derronstration program in the area,
would have contributed significantly to refining reccmrendations and
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increasing the diffusion rate, especially to small fanrers. Even now our
on-farm research results indicate that rrost fanrers could reduce or
eliminate phosphorous application, and that the efficie.ncy of herbicide
use could be increased by rrore tirrely application.
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Appendix A. Prices, Labor Req\lirarents, and Input Levels Used
in the Econanic Analysis of On-Fann E:Kperirrents

Prices
1975
1980

Labor Requirements
and
Inputrevels

Barley Field Price ($/kg)

1.3

4.1

Machinery Rental
Animal pc:Mer for ploughing ($/ha) a/
Disc Plough ($/ha)
Disc Harro.v ($/ha)
Drill ($/ha)
Stationery Thresher ($/ha)b/
Canbine ($/ha)

n.a.
200
100
60
290
300

900
500
250
300
788
800

40

125

20
20
20
400

63
63
63
1250

3

7.5

100 kg/ha

60

160

• 7 lt/ha

50

40

1.8

3.2

Labor
Wage Rate ($/day)
La}x)r Costs and Requirercents for:
Hand broadcast ($/ha)
Herbicide application ($/ha)
Fertilizer application ($/ha)
Hand harvesting ($/ha)
rnputs
Inproved Seed ($/kg)
Herbicide:
2,4-D as Esteron 47 ($/lt)
Back-pack sprayer rental
($/day)
Fertilizer:
Urea ($/kg)
Transport ($/kg)
ca:eital Cost
(percent per crop cycle)

.15

.2

35

55

2 person-days/ha

.5 person-day/ha
.5 person-day/ha
.5 person-day/ha
5 person-days/ha

80 kg of N in wet zone
45 kg of N in dry zone

~/ ~ horses without labor and forage costs.
£!Assuming an average yield of 1.7 ton/ha and including transport costs.
n.a. not available.
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Appendix B. SlllTffi'.ll'.Y' of On-Fam :Experirrental Results, 1976 to 1980
WEI' ZONE

No. of
Observations
Variety Experi:rrents
I.ocal Variety
Improved Varieties
Herbicide Experi:rrents
Without Herbi~?e
With HerbicideFertilizer Experi:rrents
Without Nitrog7n
With Nitrogen-

Mean
Yield ~/
(t/ha)

Land Preparation Experi:rrents
No disc harrowing
One disc harrcwing
TwJ disc harrowings

Mean
Yield ~/
(t/ha)

15

2.33
2.59

*

9

1.58
1.63

15

2.08
2.44

*

7

2.18
2.33

22

1.92
2.54

*

12

1.58
2.14

Variety by Management
3
Experi:rrents
I.ocal Variety-Traditional
Managerrent
Improved Variety-Traditional
Management
Local Variet~/ Improved
ManagementInproved Var~7ty-Improved
Manage.ITentHerbicide by Fertilizer
E:xperirrents
Traditional Pracrs~ce
With Herbicide-With Fertilizer~/
With ~e:bic~?e and
Fert1l1zerSE?eding Method Experi:rrents
Broadcast
Drill

DRY ZONE
No. of
Observations

2
1.86

.99

1.83

.51

2.62

*

1.43
1.12

3.15
3

9
1.67
1.85
2.14

*
*el

2.65

1.12
1.36
1. 74
1.80

8
3.16
2.92
2
2.57
2.93
3.20

* Significantly different fra:n check treatment at 5 percent level.

El

Does not include lost sites.
-; Application of 2lt/ha of 2,4-D.
c 80 kg/ha of nitrogen in the wet zone and 45 kg/ha of nitrogen in
the dry zone.
d/ Application of both herbicide and fertilizer as specified in footnote
I b and c.
e Significant differences also exist if herbicide alone and fertilizer
alone treatrrents are canpared to application of both herbicide and
fertilizer.
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Appendix

c.

Paraneters of the Logistic Curve Estimated
Estimated by Least 8quares Regression
Interce:et Coefficient t-value No. of Observed Years

R2

Mechanical Canponents
Tractor
All f arrrers
Large f arrrers
Small farrrers on flat land
Small f arrrers on slopes

-10.8
- 9.9
-14.9
-16.9

.164
.175
.229
.230

21.26
8.36
3.44
18.09

21
9
8
10

.960
.764
.663
.976

Combine
All f arrrers
Large f arrrers
Small f arrrers on flat land
Small farrrers on slopes

-18.5
. -31.9
-23.3
-23.4

.255
.478
.329
.298

16.17
8.69
9.34
3.95

12
7
9
5

.963
.938
.926
.839

-12.4
-15.6

.135
.203

9.90
12.38

6
4

.961
.987

-13.9
-28.1
-14.0
-24.3
-16.1
-32.3

.181
.395
.197
.297
.230
.409

14.40
6.62
7.56
2.93
9.45
11.46

12
7
10
3
8
6

.954
.898
.877
.896
.937
.970

Herbicide
All f arrrers
large f anners
Small farrrers
Wet zone
Dry zone

-17.7
-13.2
-19.3
-22.2
-22.0

.227
.177
.246
.305
.263

9.78
2.97
12.55
10.16
38.42

12
5
9
9
3

. 914
.746
.957
.937
.999

Fertilizer
All farrrers
Large f arrrers
Small f arrrers on flat land
Small f anners on slopes
Wet zone
Dry zone

-15.2
-13.4
-20.6
-32.3
-16.2
-26.8

.193
.188
.270
.399
.214
.337

14.17
8.70
12.57
3.05
18.73
6.48

12

.953
.904
.975
.903
.978
.894

Drill
All f arrrers
large f anners
Biochemical Canponents
Improved Varieties
All f arrrers
Large f anners
Small f arrrers on flat land
Small fanners on slopes
Wet zone
Dry zone
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10

6
3
10
7
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